Many applications in seismology rely on the accurate absolute timing of seismograms. However, both seismological land stations and ocean bottom seismometers (OBSs) can be affected by clock errors, which cause the absolute timing of seismograms to deviate from a highly accurate reference time signal, usually provided by GPS satellites. Timing problems can occur in land stations when synchronization with a GPS signal is temporarily or permanently lost. This can give rise to complicated, time-dependent clock drifts relative to GPS time, due to varying environmental conditions. Seismometers at the ocean bottom cannot receive GPS satellite signals, but operate in more stable ambient conditions than land stations. The standard protocol is to synchronize an OBS with a GPS signal immediately before deployment and after recovery. The measured timing deviation, called 'skew', is assumed to have accumulated linearly over the deployment interval, an assumption that is plausible but usually not verifiable. In recent years, cross-correlations of ambient microseismic noise have been put to use for correcting timing errors, but have been limited to interstation distances of at most a few tens of kilometres without reducing the temporal resolution. We apply noise cross-correlations to the evaluation of clock errors in four broad-band land stations and 53 wideband and broad-band OBSs, which were installed on and around the island of La Réunion in the western Indian Ocean during the RHUM-RUM (Réunion Hotspot and Upper Mantle-Réunions Unterer Mantel) experiment. We correlate all three seismic components, plus a hydrophone channel in OBS stations. Daily cross-correlation functions are derived for intermediate distances (∼20 km) for land-to-land station pairs; stable, 10 d stacks are obtained for very large interstation distances up to >300 km for land-to-OBS and OBS-to-OBS configurations. Averaging over multiple station pairs, and up to 16 component pairs per station, improves the accuracy of the method by a factor of four compared to the single-channel approaches of prior studies. The timing accuracy of our method is estimated to be ∼20 ms standard deviation or one sample at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. In land stations, nonlinear clock drifts and clock jumps of up to 6 min are detected and successfully corrected. For 52 out of 53 OBSs, we successfully obtain drift functions over time, which validate the common assumption of linear clock drift. Skew values that were available for 29 of these OBSs are consistent with our independent estimates within their observational error bars. For 23 OBSs that lacked skew measurements, linear OBS clock drifts range between 0.2 and 8.8 ms d −1 . In addition to linear drift, three OBSs are affected by clock jumps of ∼1 s, probably indicating a missing sample problem that would otherwise 2014 C The Author(s)
I N T RO D U C T I O N
A crucial requirement of many seismological processing methods is the correct absolute timing of seismograms. For the internal clocks of seismological land stations, accurate timing can usually be ensured by frequent synchronization with GPS satellites acting as a highly accurate, external reference clock. This synchronization can fail when reception of the GPS signal is lost, in which case the internal clock usually starts to drift notably relative to reference time (e.g. Sens-Schönfelder 2008) . The estimation and correction of such clock errors is a long-standing problem in seismology.
An analogous timing problem occurs in ocean bottom seismometers (OBSs), because GPS satellite signals do not reach the seafloor. Only two GPS synchronizations can be attempted: immediately before deployment and after recovery. If both GPS connections are successful, a timing deviation between the internal clock of the data logger that records the seismometer and hydrophone components and GPS clock is obtained, the so-called skew value. A first-order correction of internal clock timing can then be attempted by assuming that the skew accumulated gradually and linearly over the deployment interval (e.g. Gouédard et al. 2014; Hannemann et al. 2014) . This is plausible because the rate of quartz oscillators in station clocks is expected to depend mainly on ambient temperature, which tends to remain very stable in deep water, although ultimately these assumptions remain unverified. If one or both GPS synchronizations failed, then not even this simple linear clock correction is possible.
Recent years have seen the rise of an independent observational method for estimating and correcting station clock errors, using cross-correlation functions (CCFs) of ambient seismic noise. It is based on the principle that noise CCFs feature a causal and an acausal part, which should occur at time lags of equal magnitude but opposite sign. Violation of this expectation can indicate the presence of clock errors, an 'unphysical' biasing process in the sense that it is unrelated to seismic wave propagation (Stehly et al. 2007) . Since Lobkis & Weaver (2001) developed the basic principle of noise cross-correlations in ultrasound experiments, CCFs have found wide application in seismology, including structural studies of the crust (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2005; Sabra et al. 2005b) , global tomography (e.g. Haned et al. 2016 ) and the monitoring of seismic velocity changes along faults (e.g. Brenguier et al. 2008b; Wegler et al. 2009 ) and on volcanoes (e.g. Sens-Schönfelder & Wegler 2006; Brenguier et al. 2008a; Sens-Schönfelder et al. 2014) . A smaller number of studies investigated the use of noise crosscorrelations for the correction of seismometer clocks. Stehly et al. (2007) and Sens-Schönfelder (2008) used CCFs to detect clock errors in land stations, while Sabra et al. (2005a) , Gouédard et al. (2014) , Hannemann et al. (2014) and Le et al. (2018) measured clock drifts of OBSs. In most cases, CCFs were calculated between stations with relatively small interstation distances, ranging from several metres (Sabra et al. 2005a) , to several kilometres (SensSchönfelder 2008; Gouédard et al. 2014 ) and up to tens of kilometres (Hannemann et al. 2014; Le et al. 2018) . Obtaining CCFs for larger interstation distances usually came at expense of temporal resolution (Stehly et al. 2007 : distance 200 km, monthly CCFs).
Such long time averaging intervals may obscure the true time dependence and magnitude of clock drifts (Xie et al. 2018) . Prior work used only a single-instrument channel: either the vertical seismic component of land stations (Sens-Schönfelder 2008) and OBSs (Hannemann et al. 2014) or the hydrophone component of OBSs (Sabra et al. 2005a; Gouédard et al. 2014; Hannemann et al. 2014; Le et al. 2018) . We are aware of only one study (Stehly et al. 2007 ) that uses several component pairs in order to discriminate between Rayleigh and Love waves.
In this study, we demonstrate the great potential of the noise cross-correlation technique for even larger interstation distances (>300 km) and finer time resolution (CCFs from daily or 10 d intervals). We also demonstrate a several-fold increase in accuracy of clock error estimates when correlating all three seismogram components in the case of land stations, plus a hydrophone channel (H) in the case of OBSs. We successfully retrieve CCFs between OBSs and land stations; prior work on this is very limited (e.g. Corela et al. 2017; Tian & Ritzwoller 2017) .
Section 2 describes our data, recorded by seismometers that were operating for several months to 3 yr on and around the island of La Réunion in the western Indian Ocean, as part of the RHUM-RUM experiment (Réunion Hotspot and Upper Mantle-Réunions Unterer Mantel, 2011 Mantel, -2015 . Section 3 describes the various processing steps for obtaining multichannel CCFs and estimating the clock errors they imply. Section 4 presents results, subdivided by the three types of station pairs encountered: land-to-land clock errors; land-to-OBS; and OBS-to-OBS. The island stations on La Réunion were spaced by tens of kilometres, versus 200 km or more between two OBSs. Section 5 is a discussion, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
We used the open-source toolboxes Python (Rossum 1995) , ObsPy (Beyreuther et al. 2010; Megies et al. 2011; Krischer et al. 2015) and obspyDMT (Hosseini & Sigloch 2017) for data downloading, processing and plotting all figures except Figs 1 and 11, which were generated with the open-source mapping toolbox GMT (Wessel et al. 2013) .
DATA D E S C R I P T I O N
The RHUM-RUM experiment was deployed between 2011 and 2015 with the primary objective of imaging crust and mantle beneath the volcanic hotspot of La Réunion. The island, 70 km long and 50 km wide, is located in the western Indian Ocean, 800 km east of Madagascar and 200 km southwest of Mauritius (Fig. 1a) . Its hotspot volcanism, time-progressive hotspot track and associated large igneous province (Deccan Traps) have long marked it as a strong candidate for hosting a deep mantle plume underneath (Barruol & Sigloch 2013) . In order to investigate this hypothesis, 48 wideband OBSs from the German DEPAS pool and 9 broad-band OBSs from the French INSU pool were deployed around the island for roughly 13 months (October 2012 -November 2013 , at water depths of 2200-5400 m. An extensive performance report of the OBSs is given by Stähler et al. (2016) . In addition, 10 broad-band land stations were installed on La Réunion, operating for roughly 3 Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/gji/article-abstract/214/3/2014/5038378 by CNRS user on 11 July 2018 Figure 1 . Maps of seismological broad-band stations used in this study, installed on and around La Réunion island. Circles represent ocean bottom seismometers (OBSs) deployed by the RHUM-RUM experiment: coloured red if a skew measurement was available; red with a white dot if no skew had been obtained; white if the OBS failed completely. Yellow triangles denote RHUM-RUM land stations; blue triangles denote permanent land stations operated by the OVPF volcano observatory. Stations explicitly mentioned in the text are labelled by their station names. Black lines connect pairs of neighbouring stations for which cross-correlations were attempted: OBS-to-OBS correlations in panel (a); land-to-land correlations in panel (b) ; and land-to-OBS correlations in panel (c). Solid black lines denote usable correlations; dotted lines denote unusable correlations and dashed lines usable but noisy correlations. Grey lines in (a) indicate plate boundaries. Figure generated with the GMT toolbox (Wessel et al. 2013). yr (mid-2012-mid-2015) . Additional RHUM-RUM island stations on Mauritius, Rodrigues, the Seychelles, Madagascar and theÎleś Eparses were not part of our investigation. In total, the RHUM-RUM array covered 2000 × 2000 km 2 of the Indian Ocean and ocean islands.
This study arose from the initial discovery of timing errors of up to several minutes in 4 out of 10 stations on La Réunion (yellow triangles in Fig. 1b ). All four stations featured the same type of data logger (RefTek RT 130), in which a software failure was causing loss of GPS synchronization. Upon detection of these timing problems, the GPS receiver units of the four malfunctioning stations were repaired while the data loggers and seismic sensors were kept running in the field, with their internal clocks adrift relative to GPS reference time. After re-installation, the four repaired GPS units provided proper clock synchronizations until the entire array was dismantled approximately 3 months later.
The OBS deployment also encountered an unexpectedly high rate of GPS synchronization failures. Successful synchronization both before and after deployment, and thus a skew value, could be obtained for only 29 of the 57 OBSs (red circles in Fig. 1a ). For these stations, the timing of the seismograms was corrected based on the assumption of linear clock drift (Stähler et al. 2016) . For another 24 OBSs, GPS synchronization upon recovery failed because the OBS clocks had shut down prematurely (red circles with white dot in Fig. 1a) . The likely reasons were sudden, sharp voltage drops of the (poor quality) lithium batteries of the OBS clocks (Stähler et al. 2016) . High-quality seismograms but unknown clock errors for these 24 OBSs prompted the extension of our terrestrial clock study to the oceanic realm. The remaining four OBSs had failed completely (white circles in Fig. 1a) .
Our clock error study is divided into three parts: first, we evaluate the clock errors of the four land stations (CBNM, MAID, POSS and SALA) whose GPS units temporarily failed, setting their internal clocks adrift. We calculate daily CCFs between these erroneous stations and five reference land stations (CAM, CIL, MAT, MVL and PRO) whose clocks were properly synchronized to GPS throughout the RHUM-RUM deployment. These five permanent stations are operated by the volcano observatory of La Réunion, the Observatoire Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise (OVPF). Interstation distances on the island were 19 km on an average (Fig. 1b) .
Second, we calculate CCFs between the five OBSs located closest to La Réunion (RR01, RR03, RR05, RR06 and RR27) and five GPSsynchronized land stations operated by OVPF (CIL, HDL, MAT, MVL and PRO), in order to estimate the OBS clock drifts and to compare these estimates to measured skew values, which are available for RR01, RR03 and RR05 (Fig. 1c) . Despite significant larger interstation distances of ∼140 km, we retrieve reliable results with a temporal resolution of 10 d for the CCFs. This prompted us to take the third step of expanding the clock error study to the entire OBS network. We compute CCFs between neighbouring OBSs with interstation distances of up to 370 km (Fig. 1a) . At this scale, verified skew-corrected OBSs serve as reference stations for OBSs that lack skew measurements.
M E T H O D O L O G Y

Pre-processing
Before the CCF calculation can be performed, continuous broadband waveform data are pre-processed in order to remove contaminating signals that could overprint ambient noise, such as earthquakes. Our procedure largely follows Bensen et al. (2007) . The pre-processing steps are applied to day-long time-series for each station and component (land stations: E, N and Z; OBSs: 1, 2, Z and H). Time-series with missing samples must either be rejected or filled with some ad hoc number. Filling of large gaps could however distort the resulting CCF. To overcome this problem and to reduce the effect of the numerous small gaps in our data, we divide the 24 h long time-series into 1 hr windows with an overlap of 50 per cent, which yields 47 hr long windows per day (records of 00:00 a.m.-00:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m.-00:00 a.m. are used only once). Gaps of less than 500 samples (corresponding to 5 and 10 s for sampling rates of 100 and 50 Hz, respectively) are filled with interpolated values, whereas windows featuring longer gaps are rejected. The amount of rejected windows is less than 1 per cent for the land stations. The majority of the OBSs contain no gaps, except for three stations, where we exclude 13 per cent (RR39), 24 per cent (RR53) and 33 per cent (RR33) of the hour-long windows. Even then a sufficient number of windows is obtained each day to calculate daily CCFs (see Section 3.2). The division into hour-long windows is redundant if the number of gaps is negligible. Next, the instrument response is removed from each hour-long window, a standard processing step (e.g. Bensen et al. 2007) , even though strictly speaking it may not be necessary since we only rely on the CCF stability over time, not on its physical correctness. The instrument correction is followed by the removal of each window's mean value and trend. Then a zero-phase bandpass filter from 0.01-10 Hz is applied. This wide frequency band gives us more flexibility in testing various narrower frequency ranges without repeating the entire, computationally expensive pre-processing before settling on a specific frequency band (see below: 0.05-0.5 Hz) for further processing.
A subsequent optional downsampling is performed as follows: the RHUM-RUM OBSs sampled at 50, 62.5 or 100 Hz, depending on instrument type (Stähler et al. 2016) . For consistency and usability, all OBS data are downsampled to 50 Hz. Land stations that are correlated with OBSs are also downsampled to 50 Hz; for all other land stations, their original sampling rate of 100 Hz is retained. Although more severe downsampling would render the CCF computations less time consuming, it is avoided in order to estimate clock errors to the highest possible temporal resolution.
To reduce the effect of highly energetic signals such as earthquakes, each hour-long seismogram is amplitude clipped at twice its standard deviation of that hour-long time window. These clipped time-series are then spectrally whitened between 0.05 and 0.5 Hz (2-20 s period). This period range is chosen because it contains the primary (∼14 s) and secondary microseisms (∼7 s), which are present in the La Réunion region throughout the year (Davy et al. 2015) . Finally, 1-bit normalization is applied to the seismograms with the same purpose as the amplitude clipping. Larose et al. (2004) demonstrated in acoustic laboratory experiments that this technique improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It is therefore, a widely used method in ambient noise pre-processing (e.g. Shapiro & Campillo 2004; Shapiro et al. 2005; Hobiger et al. 2012) .
CCF calculation
CCFs are generally calculated using In nature, noise sources are often distributed unevenly, which leads to asymmetric CCFs (Stehly et al. 2007) . Temporal CCF changes can be caused by several mechanisms, which are summarized by Stehly et al. (2007) . Velocity changes in the subsurface would affect a CCF's causal and acausal parts in analogous ways, by dilating or compressing the CCF's waveforms on either side of t = 0, corresponding to slower or faster wave propagation, respectively. Such changes in wave propagation are expected in the vicinity of faults after large earthquakes (e.g. Brenguier et al. 2008b) or close to volcanoes, reflecting magma movements (e.g. Brenguier et al. 2008a; Sens-Schönfelder et al. 2014) . However, there are no large earthquake faults on La Réunion and the island's active volcano, the Piton de la Fournaise, is too far away to have an effect on our CCFs (see Fig. 1b ).
Temporal changes in the locations of noise source should be observed as shape changes of a CCF's causal and acausal parts independently of each other. This effect can be neglected because our tropical and subtropical stations record microseismic noise sources (2-20 s) that show little spatial seasonality (Davy et al. 2015) . This is confirmed by the marked stability over time in our CCFs (Fig. 2) .
In contrast to the above, instrument clock drifts manifest themselves by time-shifting the entire CCF, so that its causal part moves closer to t = 0 and its acausal part moves further away, or vice versa. We evaluate such shifts as described in Section 3.3. CCFs would be affected in the same way by the occurrence of a phase change in the instrument response.
We compute CCFs of our pre-processed, hour-long traces according to eq. and on the expected clock error: we use lapse times from −120 to +120 s for correlations of two land stations (Fig. 2a ). An exception was station MAID, which showed severe clock jumps of several minutes, necessitating start and end times of ±600 s (Fig. 2b) . For the larger interstation distances of land-to-OBS and OBS-to-OBS correlations, lapse times run from −800 to +800 s (Figs 2c and d) .
We characterize the quality of the daily CCFs by defining their SNR as the ratio of the maximum absolute value of a signal window to the standard deviation of a noise window:
The time windows are based on interstation distance. The signal window is chosen in the early lapse times (land-to-land correlations: −25 to +25 s, land-to-OBS: −150 to +150 s, OBS-to-OBS: −400 to +400 s) expected to contain high energetic wave trains; the noise window is defined in the late lapse times (land-to-land: ±80 to ±120 s, land-to-OBS and OBS-to-OBS: ±650 to ±800 s), where noise is dominant. For land-to-land station pairs, we reject daily CCFs if their SNR is below 7. For land-to-OBS and OBS-to-OBS correlations, this SNR threshold is chosen as 1, since we expect a generally lower SNR for these large-distance correlations. The mean SNR (SNRs averaged over the data period) ranges from 3.5-20, but we chose this much lower rejection threshold of 1 in order to reject only obviously useless windows, not those that are noisy but may still contain usable information. To increase the SNR of land-to-OBS and OBS-to-OBS correlations, we stack up to 10 daily CCFs (of SNR 1) from a 10 d time window into 10 d stacks, where the 10 d stacking window is moved in increments of 1 d over the entire data period.
Next we calculate a reference correlation function (RCF) by stacking all daily CCFs that passed the SNR thresholding. For the RCF calculation for station MAID we exceptionally consider only the time period prior to the first extreme clock jump in January 2014 (about 1 yr of data). RCFs are displayed as black curves in Comparing the different station pairs of Fig. 2 Le et al. 2018) . Scholte waves of similar velocities were used by Le et al. (2018) to examine OBS clock errors. For estimating clock errors, it is not necessary to know the exact nature of the slow wave packages as long as we are able to retrieve clear and stable wave trains throughout the study period, which is clearly the case in Fig. 2 .
Clock drifts are often so tiny that they cannot be detected by eye in the CCF plots, for example, Fig. 2(c) . Minor CCF drifts are visible for PRO-SALA (e.g. in March 2015) . By contrast, MAID-MVL is dominated by several large clock jumps: +2.5 min in January 2014, an additional 3.5 min jump in early February 2015 and a negative jump back to the initial state in late February 2015, after reinstallation of the repaired GPS unit.
Clock error measurement
For every station pair and component pair, the clock error of each day is measured by performing a cross-correlation between the RCF and the daily CCFs (for land-to-land station pairs) or the 10 d stacks (for land-to-OBS and OBS-to-OBS pairs). The clock error is taken to be the time-shift that maximizes the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC), which is the maximum amplitude of the cross-correlation between RCF and CCF. Each daily or 10 d CCF is associated with a CC value; the average over all such values is CC av , the average CC achieved over the duration of the deployment, for a given station pair and component pair. If the CC of an individual CCF drops below a certain threshold, chosen as 85 per cent of CC av , then this CCF is rejected in order to ensure a consistently high quality of the daily (or 10 daily) clock error estimates.
Per station pair, this yields up to 9 daily clock error measurements i from 3 × 3 component pairs for land-to-land correlations (EE, EN, EZ, NE, NN, NZ, ZE, ZN and ZZ) and also for land-to-OBS correlations (E1, E2, EZ, N1, N2, NZ, Z1, Z2 and ZZ). OBS-to-OBS station pairs yield up to 16 clock error estimates i from 4 × 4 component pairs (11, 12, 1H, 1Z, 21, 22 , 2H, 2Z, H1, H2, HH, HZ, Z1, Z2, ZH and ZZ).
The relatively large scatter that affects clock error estimates derived from a single component can be decreased substantially by forming a weighted average over estimates from all 9 or 16 components, following Hobiger et al. (2012) :
where denotes our best estimate of the clock error of one station pair, CC i is the CC of component pair i and N is the number of usable component pairs. The correlation coefficients CC 2 i serve as weights for the individual clock errors i . Similarly, a weighted average CC(t) is calculated for each station pair by averaging over its component pairs (Hobiger et al. 2012) : Fig. 3 visualizes the substantial benefit of averaging over component pairs, on the example of station pair CIL-SALA (time period December 2013 -February 2015 . Fig. 3(a) shows (t), our best estimate of the CIL-SALA clock error obtained as the weighted average (eq. 3) over the error estimated from nine components, which are individually shown in Figs 3(b)-(j). The orange curve, repeated in all 10 panels, is the best spline fitting function of polynomial degree 3 to (t) in Fig. 3(a) . Standard deviations σ to this curve are calculated for the averaged clock error (t) as well as for individual component pairs, and are shown in the bottom right of each panel . It is evident from these values and also from visual comparison that Fig. 3 (a) shows a much reduced scatter compared to the other nine panels. In general, the σ of a weight-averaged (t) is typically two to three times smaller than the σ of its individual constituent components. This observation can be expected from statistics, where it is known as standard error: the standard deviation is reduced by the square root of the number of measurements (Hughes & Hase 2010) :
In our case, σ i represents the standard deviation of an individual channel pair and n indicates the number of channel pairs used for averaging. Thus, we would expect that the standard deviation is reduced by a factor of three when nine component pairs are used instead of one.
For the average and each component in High CC values are seen to generally coincide with tightly clustered curves, and are thus an indication for a high confidence clock error measurement. The exception is component pair NE with a relatively low CC av of 0.73 (e.g. compared to ZZ with CC av = 0.90), and yet its standard deviation is significantly lower (NE: σ = 55.8 ms and ZZ: σ = 78.8 ms).
The clock error estimate of a station can be further improved by averaging over all station pairs including this station. This step is analogous to the average over component pairs in eqs (3) and (4), but with N now indicating the number of station pairs. Averaging over multiple station pairs can only be performed when it is known that only the station common to all station pairs can be affected by timing problems, whereas the timing of all other stations is assured (e.g. due to GPS synchronization over the entire recording period). Else more than one clock error would be present, with no clear path separating them out. ). Clock drift estimates are given in units of 0.01 s, corresponding to one sample. The clock errors of (a) are fitted by a polynomial function given by the orange curve, which is also plotted in all subsequent panels. Boxes on the right of each panel state measurement uncertainty σ in milliseconds, defined as the standard deviation of the ensemble of daily measurements from the orange fitting curve. σ thus quantifies the accuracy of our clock error estimates (t): the σ and point scatter in panel (a) are strongly reduced compared to those of any individual component in panels (b-j). CC av is the average cross-correlation coefficient of the daily CCFs (average taken over the entire deployment period).
R E S U LT S
Correlations of land stations to land stations
The four problematic RHUM-RUM island stations SALA, CBNM, POSS and MAID, which had suffered from temporary outages of their GPS units, were correlated with five stations (CAM, CIL, MAT, MVL and PRO), which are permanently operated by the OVPF volcano observatory and served us as reference stations. This yielded 20 station pairs, with interstation distances ranging between 10 and 43 km. Measurements over the nine component pairs were averaged as described in Section 3.3. For averaging over station pairs, only the three or four best station pairs were taken into account, as indicated by the solid black lines connecting station locations in Fig. 1(b) . The OVPF stations are designed to record data only when GPS signal is available (Valérie Ferrazzini, personal communication, 2015 September 15), and should therefore never be afflicted by clock errors. We confirmed this by correlating the reference stations with each other, and not observing any clock errors. (Note that this also serves as an independent check on the validity of our method.) We conclude that the clock error measurements presented below originated solely from the RHUM-RUM island stations. Fig. 5 shows our best estimates of the relative clock errors of SALA, CBNM, POSS and MAID over time. Each dot represents the clock error of one day, so that a rising trend indicates an increasing cumulative error. Clock errors are given in units of samples (1 sample ≡ 0.01 s), except for station MAID, whose large errors are plotted in seconds. Positive clock errors are caused by clocks that run fast, causing the waveforms to appear delayed. Gaps in the data reflect periods when the recording stopped until it was restarted during station servicing visits, which happened every few months. Since the clock errors of these four stations were caused by the loss of GPS synchronization, the time period immediately after re-installation of a repaired GPS unit can be regarded as reference period during which the station clock is known to have worked properly. The clock error estimates for such a reference period need not be centred around time zero, because the clock error measurement is a relative measurement: 1 or 10 d CCFs are correlated with an RCF obtained by averaging CCFs over much or all of the operating period. This means that in general RCFs can be contaminated by clock errors as well.
For station SALA in Fig. 5(a) , comparison of the reference period (after GPS re-installation in mid-March 2015, see zoom inset II on the right) with earlier times indicates that the station had no GPS signal when it was installed in late March 2013. After 8 d (zoom inset I on the left), the station probably latched onto a satellite signal and synchronized, which caused a clock jump of around 1 s, followed by a period of no significant drift during April 2013. The GPS connection appears to have been lost again in May 2013, as evidenced by the onset of a gradually accumulating, positive clock error. Subsequent clock errors manifest as gradual, nonlinear clock drifts (fitted by orange polynomial splines), as well as clock jumps of 0.3-1 s.
In stations CBNM (Fig. 5b) and POSS (Fig. 5c ), the clock worked normally during most of the operation period, until it started to drift in late June 2014 in CBNM (left inset I and orange fitted curve in Fig. 5b) . After a recording stop of CBNM in January 2015, the station's GPS sensor was removed and re-installed 3 d later, which manifests as a jump of 2.3 s (right inset II), back to relative clock error values around zero. Similarly, the clock of station POSS started to drift in early June 2014 (orange line in Fig. 5c ). Station POSS was removed from the field in February 2015, and its repaired GPS sensor was re-installed at station MAID, whose GPS sensor could not be repaired. Station MAID (Fig. 5d ) exhibits striking clock jumps of up to 6 min, which had already been identified in the CCF plot of Fig. 2(b; see Section 3.2). Zooming into time periods between jumps reveals nonlinear drift behaviour (orange curves), as for the other stations.
The purpose of computing the fitting polynomials is to correct for clock errors according to these best-fitting curves, instead of using the scattered daily estimates. This follows the rationale that true clock drifts are probably rather smooth because the physical oscillators are unlikely to run fast on one day and slow on the next. Polynomial degrees are chosen according to the length of the drift interval: linear if the interval is of only a few days (e.g. SALA, insets I and II of Fig. 5a ), whereas for longer periods a polynomial degree up to 4 is used (e.g. MAID, insets I and II of 
Implementation of clock corrections on the archived RHUM-RUM data and meta-data
The ultimate purpose of estimating clock errors is to correct seismograms archived at the data centre such that end users can rely on downloading correctly timed data and meta-data. For implementing this timing correction, we use the polynomials fitted to the estimated clock error curves, rather than individual daily values of the clock error curves themselves. The RHUM-RUM time-series are archived as miniSEED at the RESIF data centre (http://dx.doi.org/10.15778/RESIF.YV2011) in data records of 10-15 s length. Hence the correction procedure (Wayne Crawford, personal communication, 2017 December 17) looks up the value of a fitting curve in absolute time increments of 10-15 s and modifies the header of each data record accordingly, more specifically header fields 8 (start time of record); 16 (time correction); and 12 (bit 1: time correction applied). The time-corrected RHUM-RUM seismograms will be made available through the RESIF data centre in 2018. Time-corrected seismograms at the data centre have a data quality flag of 'Q' whereas the uncorrected seismograms have a data quality flag of 'D'. The user experience of this clock correction might differ depending on a user's data handling software, and by the length of the time-series requested. For example, ObsPy (Beyreuther et al. 2010; Megies et al. 2011; Krischer et al. 2015) works with a single sampling rate per time-series. Hence if user requests 2 d of data, divided into two consecutive chunks, then the last sample of the first chunk will be wrong by the equivalent of one day's drift, whereas the first sample of the second time-series will be essentially correct, and spacing of these two samples will differ from the (constant) sampling interval within each chunk.
In order to verify our clock error corrections, the entire crosscorrelation procedure was repeated on the time-corrected seismograms, divided into 24 hr chunks. Fig. 6 shows the results: flat clock error values around zero and over each station's entire operation period indicate that all clock errors have been corrected successfully, even the large clock jumps of station MAID. The scatter of the residual clock errors around zero can be used to assess the accuracy of our method, as discussed in Section 5.1.
This same approach to re-writing meta-data at the data centre and verification of the corrected seismograms has been applied to clock error estimates obtained for OBS stations, as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Correlations of land stations to the nearest OBSs
Clock drifts of the five OBSs deployed closest to the island of La Réunion (RR01, RR03, RR05, RR06 and RR27) are evaluated by computing their CCFs with five reference land stations (CIL, HDL, MAT, MVL and PRO). These are essentially the same OVPF reference stations as used for land-to-land correlations, except that HDL is used instead of CAM, because CAM was not installed until July 2013. Correlation of five OBSs with five reference land stations yielded 25 station pairs, with interstation distances ranging between 99 and 174 km. Clock error averaging over the nine component pairs and five station pairs is performed according to eq. (3). We chose not to include the hydrophone component in land-to-OBS correlations because those already benefitted from the large number of station pairs to average over (see Section 5.1).
Immediately before deployment, each OBS clock was synchronized with the GPS clock, so that the clock error is known to have been zero at the very beginning of the operation period. Immediately after OBS recovery, a second GPS synchronization attempt was made; if successful, the difference of OBS clock and GPS clock yielded the 'skew' or cumulative OBS clock error. Skew is defined as OBS time minus GPS time, so that a positive skew value indicates an OBS clock that runs fast compared to the GPS clock. The time difference (i.e. the OBS time error) is thought to be due to the temperature-dependent oscillator of the internal OBS clock. Due to near-constant temperatures at the bottom of the deep ocean (4
• C), a constant clock drift rate during the operation period is usually anticipated (e.g. Gouédard et al. 2014; Hannemann et al. 2014; Stähler et al. 2016) , which suggests that seismograms should be corrected by linear interpolation of the skew for the total period of OBS operation (Lingering doubts remained whether relatively large clock drifts might occur during an OBS free fall to the seafloor upon deployment, and/or rapid rise during recovery, discussed in Section 5.5).
Prior to this study, the timing of RHUM-RUM stations RR01, RR03 and RR05, for which a skew had been successfully obtained, had been corrected by a linear skew interpolation of daily timeseries (Stähler et al. 2016) . No correction was possible for RR06 and RR27, because the OBS clock had stopped working before recovery and thus the second GPS synchronization had failed. Fig. 7 shows daily clock error estimates for the five OBSs. To the extent that OBS clocks actually drift linearly, we would expect to observe no clock errors for RR01, RR03 and RR05 in Figs 7(a)-(c). This is indeed the case to good approximation, with flat curves scattering around zero, and in particular no or only weak differing Seismograms of RR01, RR03 and RR05 had been linearly skew corrected prior to correlation. The observation that their daily estimates scatter around zero with no discernible trend over deployment time implies that their clock drift rate was indeed almost constant and accurately quantified by the GPS skew measurement. No such independent skew measurements were available for RR06 and RR27. Their daily estimates show clear, almost linear trends over deployment time, again confirming that clock drift rates were almost constant. Drift rates are estimated as the slopes of the best-fitting orange lines, and listed in Table 1 for all OBSs. trends near the very beginning and end of the recording periods. This provides independent confirmation that linear skew interpolation is an appropriate clock error correction for OBSs. The tiny jumps at the beginning and end are very likely processing artefacts, rather than a true clock drift, due to the fact that the first and last stacks contain only one CCF, whereas the second and second-to-last stacks contain two CCFs.
Processing the non-corrected seismograms of RR06 and RR27 with our method reveals clear clock drifts that are well approximated by a linear fit, with slopes of 0.91 ms d −1 for RR06 and 0.40 ms d for RR27 (Figs 7d and e) . After applying these linear timing corrections and re-running the processing (calculation of daily CCFs, computation of 10 d stacks and RCF, clock error estimation), a small clock drift remained measurable. This may be due to the usage of 10 d CCF stacks (instead of daily), which flattens the clock drift slightly. In addition, the correlation with an RCF affected by clock errors may play a role (Sens-Schönfelder 2008; Gouédard et al. 2014) . A second iteration of linear clock drift correction is necessary and sufficient to remove the clock error completely. Thus the full clock drift is the sum of drifts from the first and second iterations (RR06:
−1 = 0.51 ms d −1 ). The necessity of several iterations will be explained in more detail in Section 4.3.
These are very encouraging results, indicating that our 10 d CCF stacking period still offers sufficiently high timing resolution to successfully estimate and remove OBS clock drifts. The 10 d stacking interval is necessary to obtain sufficiently high SNRs for stable CCFs when OBS interstation distances are up to several hundred kilometres. Our study is the first to present successful OBS crosscorrelations and clock estimates over such large distances with the comparatively short stacking length of 10 d.
Correlations of OBSs to OBSs
The encouraging outcome from land-to-OBS correlations in Section 4.2 led us to expand our study to the entire OBS network. This permits to verify measured skews, the general applicability of linear skew interpolation, and the estimation of clock drifts for OBSs that lack skew measurements.
We calculate 10 d stacked CCFs of 89 OBS station pairs, using neighbouring stations with distances ranging from 16 to 374 km, averaging ∼209 km (Fig. 1a) . We include the hydrophone component, which is particularly useful because the seismic channels of several OBSs failed, whereas the hydrophones worked very reliably (Stähler et al. 2016) . Up to 16 component pairs are averaged according to eq. (3), as in previous sections.
By comparing the clock error curves over time of individual component pairs, we detected that the H-component of several OBSs shows a behaviour that differs from the seismometer components. In most cases, the deviations between the curves were limited to the first few months of the operation period. We find that this behaviour can be attributed to a change in hydrophone noise levels, probably related to a protracted settling period on the seafloor, which amounts to an unexpected malfunctioning of the hydrophone model used. Details are still under investigation, see Appendix A. To avoid a degradation of our clock error estimates, we do not admit CCFs that included a hydrophone channel prior to its settling into proper operation, which is characterized by a higher dynamic range of the instrument response (Fig. A1c) . Eq. (5) predicts a reduction in standard deviation by a factor of √ 12 ≈ 3.5 from averaging over 12 component pairs, compared to the hypothetically possible √ 16 = 4 in the case of 16 component pairs. This relatively small loss in estimation accuracy led us to exclude the questionable hydrophone components.
We proceed in two stages: (1) For the 29 OBSs where skew values had been obtained, we verify these skews and the validity of their linear interpolation over the recording period for the purpose of clock correction. (2) For the 24 OBSs without skew, we estimate and correct clock drifts, using as reference stations the previously verified OBSs with skews.
For a given OBS with a skew value, Stage 1 estimates the full time dependence of its clock errors by attempting to average over several correlating OBS pairs, as in previous sections (eq. 3 again, where N is now the number of neighbouring stations). However, the requirement that all correlating OBSs need to be in the 'with skew' group, means that only a few correlating pairs may be available (e.g. only RR16-RR17 and RR16-RR18 for station RR16). In some cases, only an indirect skew verification can be carried out, for example, for RR31, which can only be correlated with OBSs that lack a skew measurement. RR29-RR30 and RR30-RR31 show the Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/gji/article-abstract/214/3/2014/5038378 by CNRS user on 11 July 2018 same clock drift, indicating that the source of the clock drift is the station lacking a skew measurement (RR30). The timing of the station RR31 can therefore be inferred as accurate, especially since the timing of RR29 can be verified directly with several other station pairs. We find that 26 out of 29 skew-corrected stations show no additional clock drift as expected, which verifies both the measured skew values and the validity of their linear interpolation.
The three exceptions are station RR12, which shows a small linear clock drift of −0.65 ms d −1 , and stations RR07 and RR11, each of which experienced one clock jump of roughly 1 s during their respective operation periods (Fig. 8a) . By comparing raw data with skew-corrected data, we find that the negative clock drift of RR12 was caused by a sign error: seismograms had mistakenly been corrected and archived using a skew value of +0.11 s instead of -0.11 s (the latter reported correctly by Stähler et al. 2016) . This mistake produced an induced skew of -0.22 s, which corresponds to a clock drift of −0.57 ms d −1 . This induced clock drift is in good agreement with our measured drift of −0.65 ms d −1 . The presumable origin of the clock jumps in RR07 and RR11 is discussed in Section 5.4. Due to the usage of 10 d CCF stacks, the date of the jumps can only be estimated within a 2 d time window. Clock error corrections for RR07, RR11 and RR12 were conducted as for OBSs without skew, see discussion of Stage 2 below.
For the estimation and correction of clock errors of 24 OBSs without skews in Stage 2, the 26 OBSs with successfully verified skews from Stage 1 are regarded as reference stations. As before, we attempt to average eq. (3) over several station pairs in order to estimate an accurate clock drift time-series for a 'skewless' OBS (e.g. the pairs RR29-RR30 and RR30-RR31 for 'skewless' station RR30). However, the requirement that one station in each station pair needs to be a reference station tends to cut down on the number of successful station pairs due to larger interstation distances. We exclude from the averaging process station pairs with low CCs (CC av < 0.35-0.4, dotted black lines in Fig. 1 ), because this tends to flatten the clock drift curve. This flattening behaviour can particularly be observed in the first iteration (Fig. 9) . The station pairs can be included in the averaging process in later iterations if the flattening behaviour has disappeared. We suspect that this flattening effect stems from the alteration of the RCF by clock errors, with the effect that some parts of the RCF may be destructively stacked rather than constructively, such that the RCF does not resemble individual CCFs. This explanation is supported by the observation that the flattening effect is mainly visible in the first iteration. Moreover, the effect is more severe the lower the CC and the higher the drift rate.
Special consideration was required for the SWIR array, a subarray of 8 OBSs on the southwest Indian Ridge that were spaced at much closer distances (16-42 km) than the other OBSs (see inset in Fig. 1a ). For all 8 OBSs, the skew measurement had failed. Hence, we initially estimated and corrected the clock drift of only one SWIR array station (RR47) by correlating with reference stations outside the subarray. RR47 was then used as a reference station to correlate with the remaining seven SWIR array OBSs. Note that errors made on the clock drift of RR47 (e.g. drift underestimation) would propagate to the clock drift estimation of the other SWIR OBSs.
All investigated OBSs show clock errors that clearly follow a linear trend over time (Fig. 8b) . For most stations, the correction process required to completely remove these trends consists of several iterations of the kind described in Section 4.2. The required number of iterations typically increases if the clock drift is large, and/or if the CCFs have low SNRs (linked to large interstation distances and associated low CC av ; Gouédard et al. 2014) . For instance, four iterations are required for RR47 (CC av = 0.44, total drift: 8.03 ms d −1 ), whereas one iteration is sufficient for RR12 (CC av = 0.60, total drift: −0.65 ms d −1 ). Fig. 10 visualizes this iterative process of clock drift reduction on the example of station RR13. In each iteration, we correct the absolute timing of the seismograms until the slope fitted to the clock drift measurements has dropped to less than 0.1 ms d −1 . This value is considered to be indistinguishable from zero clock drift, from comparisons to clock drift estimates performed on skew-corrected OBSs. Total clock drift is obtained as the sum of drift estimates from the individual iterations, as in Section 4.2. On the example of RR13 in Fig. 10 , total clock drift is the sum of the drifts from the first, second and third iterations (4.09 + 1.03 + 0.24 ms d −1 ). Since the drift estimate of the fourth iteration (0.06 ms d −1 ) has dropped below the threshold value, this iteration is regarded as a control iteration, which signals that the correction procedure has converged. To generate the graphical representation of drifts in Fig. 8 , total clock drifts are determined by comparing the CCFs of the first iteration with the RCF of the last included iteration (for RR13: third iteration). In contrast to individual iterations, clock drift starts at approximately zero units because the RCF of the last iteration is almost free from contaminating effects, given that clock errors have nearly been removed prior to stacking individual CCFs into the RCF. The clock drifts in Fig. 8 can be fitted by linear drift rates that essentially correspond to the sum of drifts from individual iterations.
We successfully estimate total absolute clock drifts for 23 out of 24 OBSs that lacked a skew measurement. These absolute drift rates range from 0.21 to 8.77 ms d −1 . For one OBS (RR32), no reliable clock error estimates could be obtained because this station's seismometer failed, its hydrophone was affected by high noise, and correlating adjacent stations RR31 and RR33 also happened to be noisy (Stähler et al. 2016) .
For RR35, we detect a clock jump of 0.94 s in addition to a linear clock drift (Fig. 8b) . This resembles the jumps at 'with skew' stations RR07 and RR11, see discussion in Section 5.4. Table 1 summarizes our estimates of total clock errors (both drifts and jumps) for all RHUM-RUM OBSs (including results from landto-OBS correlations), together with parameters such as the number of required iterations and the average CC. The high CC for the SWIR OBSs can be attributed to their small distances to reference station RR47 (∼25 km). The timing of the OBS records affected by clock errors was corrected according to calculated linear drifts (see OBSs marked blue in Table 1 ) analogous to the procedure of the land stations described in Section 4.1.
D I S C U S S I O N
Method accuracy
Using cross-correlations of ambient noise, we successfully correct timing errors of broad-band land seismometers as well as OBSs, including hydrophone channels. Per station pair, we average up to 16 component pairs and multiple station pairs, with interstation distances ranging from 10 to 374 km. The accuracy of our method can be evaluated by the standard deviation σ of the clock errors calculated from the time corrected seismograms. Thus, we assess the method accuracy after clock correction by calculating the standard deviation of the residual clock errors. The evaluation of this residual scattering around the baseline of zero is the same accuracy criterion as calculating the standard deviation of the clock errors . Practical complications in estimating drift rates of OBS clocks, on the example of station RR37. Plot shows estimates from the first iteration for two correlation pairs RR36-RR37 and RR37-RR38 (OBS-to-OBS correlations), and their best linear fits (orange lines) with slopes of 2.16 and 3.97 ms d −1 . These slopes are clearly different and yet should be identical because both RR36 and RR38 are skew corrected (thus not contributing any drift). The explanation is that clock drift tends to be underestimated for low CC av < 0.35-0.4, such as here. The solution is to execute several iterations of CCF/RCF computation, daily drift estimates and linear timing correction, as discussed in Section 4.3. Table 1 gives the required number of iterations for each OBS (3 for RR37).
to the fitting function (land stations: polynomial function, OBSs: linear function), as performed in Section 3.3 (see Figs 3 and 4) . These residual clock error variations are caused by the imperfect convergence of the CCFs to a perfectly stable function, where large interstation distances, short time windows for CCF stacking and the number of usable station and component pairs (N sc ) determine the limits of achievable accuracy in clock error estimates (Stehly et al. 2007; Sens-Schönfelder 2008) .
The σ estimates for clock errors of the land stations range from 11.9 to 22.9 ms (see Fig. 6 ), while individual component pairs show σ values of 30-114 ms. This enhancement stems from our averaging process, where we took 27 or 36 station and component pairs into account which should reduce the standard deviation statistically by √ 27 or √ 36 (see eq. 5). The σ estimates for the OBSs immediately adjacent to La Réunion (which were correlated with land stations) are even smaller, ranging between 8.4 ms (RR06) and 12.8 ms (RR05), see Table 1 . This can most likely be attributed to the use of 10 d CCF stacks in the land-to-OBS correlations, as opposed to daily CCFs in the landto-land correlations. Additionally, we were able to average over a higher number of station and component pairs (N sc = 45), which clearly improves the accuracy compared to individual component pairs (σ values of 22-62 ms).
The σ estimates for clock errors of more distant OBSs (from OBS-to-OBS correlations and 10 d stacks) range between 10.2 and 43.9 ms, with a mean of 20.7 ms (Table 1) . These σ values are found Table 1 . Summary of clock drift estimates for all 57 RHUM-RUM OBS stations. Clock drifts are stated in units of ms d −1 , that is, as best-fitting slope to the temporal succession of individual clock error estimates, and also as cumulative drift in ms over a hypothetical, 365 d long deployment. σ is the estimated uncertainty on individual clock error estimates, which is not time-dependent and quantifies our method's accuracy. For example, the clock of RR06 ran fast, accumulating an error of 388.0 ± 8.4 ms over the course of 1 yr. Light blue shading indicates stations affected by statistically significant clock drift. Non-shaded rows denote OBSs where drift rates are not distinguishable from zero within their σ bounds, they coincide with stations that were linearly skew corrected prior to processing. Three exceptions, discussed in the text, are skew-corrected stations that were additionally affected by apparent clock jumps (RR07 and RR11) or by a clock drift due to a sign error of the applied skew correction (RR12). In the case of clock jumps (RR07, RR11 and RR35), the affected stations are indicated by dark blue shading, and two clock drift rate estimates are given: for before and after the jump. Jump occurrences can be constrained to within the 2 d intervals given in brackets below the jump magnitudes. CC av is the average cross-correlation coefficient of a station's CCFs from the first iteration compared to the RCF of the last included iteration. D av is the average distance to neighbouring stations; N it is the number of CCF iterations required to converge on the stated clock drift estimates. N sc denotes the number of station and component pairs used for averaging, for example, RR25 was correlated with three stations, but for one of these stations only the H-component was usable resulting in a N sc of 36 (16+16+4 component pairs) for RR25. 'Skew correction' states the magnitude of an a priori linear timing correction, if applied. In notes, OBSs correlated with land stations are marked 'land-to-OBS', whereas the default is OBS-to-OBS. 'SWIR' denotes stations in a densely spaced subarray. to depend strongly on interstation distance and on the number of station and component pairs (N sc of 4-80) available for averaging, see Fig. 11 . As for land-to-land and land-to-OBS correlations, the σ estimates are significantly reduced compared to those of the individual component pairs (11-91 ms) due to the performed averaging. For instance, the σ value of RR45 (σ = 18.8 ms) is quite similar to the value of RR19 (σ = 18.4 ms), even though the interstation distance is much shorter for RR45 (16 km) than for RR19 (208 km). However, RR19 benefitted from the higher number of station and component pairs (N sc = 80) available for averaging, compared to N sc = 16 for RR45. Fig. 12 visualizes the considerable benefit of averaging over multiple component and station pairs for the OBSs: σ estimates are plotted as a function of CC for the 1076 component pairs, for the 87 station pairs (averaged over the component pairs) and for the 52 stations (averaged over component and station pairs). The σ values decrease with increasing CC, and higher CCs are usually correlated with smaller interstation distances. Averaging over component pairs tremendously reduces the standard deviation (orange dots in Fig. 12, cf. Fig. 3) ; this effect is further enhanced by averaging over multiple station pairs (red dots in Fig. 12, cf. Fig. 4) . Additional relationships between distance, SNR, CC and σ value of the 1076 component pairs are plotted in Appendix B. Note that σ values and interstation distances are quite similar for the land network and the SWIR OBS array due to a trade-off between N sc and stacking duration. At the SWIR OBSs, the lower N sc (that should lead to a higher σ value compared to the land stations) cancels the effect of using 10 d stacks (that should lower the σ value compared to 1 d stacks).
Compared to the stations' sampling rates of 50, 62.5 and 100 Hz, that is, sampling intervals of 20, 16 and 10 ms, the σ uncertainties on clock drift estimates are on the order of just one sample. The clock drift estimates themselves are typically of a few milliseconds per day (Table 1) , which means that within recording intervals of well over a month, clock drift rates can be reliably estimated. Even for shorter recording durations a clock drift estimate is possible (e.g. Fig. 5a , inset II: clock errors range between 70 and 80 samples). Such approximate clock drift corrections are much preferable to none at all.
Comparison with prior work
A comparison with the parameters and achieved accuracies of prior work on clock error estimation is given in Table 2 . Stehly et al. (2007) reported a standard deviation σ of 47-110 ms for an interstation distance between land stations of roughly 200 km, using CCFs stacked over 1 month. Le et al. (2018) give a σ value of 200 ms for OBS interstation distances of 60-270 km and using 11 d stacks of the HH-component, as compared to our σ uncertainties of 11.1-43.9 ms on drift estimates derived from OBSs spaced by Table 2 . Accuracy of clock error estimates: comparison of our method to prior studies. The most pertinent parameters are station type (land versus OBS), typical interstation spacing and length of the time windows for CCF stacking. Uncertainty σ is the estimated, typical accuracy of clock error estimates in each study. The exact definition of σ differed somewhat across studies: for Stehly et al. (2007) and Sens-Schönfelder (2008) it is very similar to ours. Gouédard et al. (2014) and Le et al. (2018) used a bootstrapping approach that defines σ as the standard deviation of their 200 bootstrap realizations. Hannemann et al. (2014) define σ as deviation of CCF results from measured OBS skews, that is, they take the applicability of strictly linear OBS drift for granted. 200-335 km (Table 1 ). For this we stacked CCFs over only 10 days, but with averaging over as many station and component pairs as available. Sens-Schönfelder (2008) found standard deviations of 8-63 ms for land seismometer spaced by 0.2-5 km and using day-long CCFs, as compared to 11.9-22.9 ms for our land stations, which were spaced by 10-43 km and also used day-long CCFs. Hence we achieved the same or better accuracy as prior work on clock drift estimates, but for larger interstation distances and/or at higher temporal resolution. This demonstrates the significant benefit of averaging clock drift estimates over multiple component and station pairs.
In Fig. 3 , we have defined the error σ of our clock drift measurements as the standard deviation of individual daily clock drift estimates from a fitted polynomial spline of degree 3. Our study shows that for any single-component CCF, most of this error (i.e. point scatter in any of panels Figs 3b-j) is random noise, because it averages out to a several times smaller scatter and σ in Fig. 3(a) , which shows the average over all nine component pairs. Although the predominantly random nature of measurement noise on singlecomponent estimates could be suspected by prior workers (because they observed increasing σ for decreasing SNR and/or shorter stacking windows), the suppression of this noise by our averaging technique provides direct confirmation that it is indeed mainly random, as opposed to systematic noise or true clock drifting on the timescale of the stacking window. The small clock error wiggles that can be observed in some OBSs (especially in Fig. 7 ) could possibly be linked to tides, as the duration of one wiggle is roughly 1 month. This observation could merit a future study.
For OBSs, the a priori expectation of linear clock drift due to constant temperature at the ocean bottom is clearly confirmed by our results. This is in agreement with the findings of Gouédard et al. (2014) , Hannemann et al. (2014) and Le et al. (2018) , who obtained OBS clock drifts that are to first-order linear. A temperature dependence is not evident for the investigated land stations. For example, station MAID shows positive clock drift rates over more than 2 yr (February 2013-February 2015, divided by a jump in January 2014) without any seasonal variations (Fig. 5d) .
The use of several iterations in estimating clock error measurements was first proposed by Sens-Schönfelder (2008) , in order to iteratively suppress the alteration of the RCF by clock errors. We find that this procedure is especially necessary when dealing with CCF stacking windows longer than 1 d, that is, for all OBSs. By contrast, the timing of our land stations can be fully corrected in one iteration (Fig. 6) . Besides CCF stacking length, the number of required iterations is primarily determined by the magnitude of the timing errors and by the SNR of the CCFs (Gouédard et al. 2014) .
We find that poor SNRs (low CC values) can lead to an underestimation of clock drift. This can be avoided by excluding station pairs with average CC below 0.35-0.4, in agreement with SensSchönfelder (2008) , who adopted an acceptance threshold of CC > 0.4. The OBS (RR32) for which we could not obtain a reliable result exhibits a CC av of 0.23, which is clearly below our CC threshold.
Consistency with skew measurements and lab experiments
For OBSs, both the magnitude and sign of estimated clock drifts are in good agreement with measured skew values, where available (Stähler et al. 2016) . The majority of the RHUM-RUM OBSs were equipped with clocks that ran too fast (Table 1) , yielding delayed waveforms. Stähler et al. (2016) made an attempt to measure OBS clock drifts in the laboratory, on the clocks of 7 'skewless' RHUM-RUM recorders (the others were unavailable, having been re-deployed elsewhere). We find that their results are inconsistent with our drift estimates, which is very likely due to the experimental shortcoming of running the recorders at ambient lab temperatures rather than at temperatures characteristic of the ocean bottom (see Appendix C for details). Stähler et al. (2016) had similarly noted that the drift rates found in their experiments were much lower than those implied by their skew measurements, and that for the one clock (RR11) that both had a skew and ran in the lab, the two values obtained were inconsistent.
Apparent clock jumps-true clock failures or missing data samples?
In addition to linear clock drifts, our CCFs detect apparent clock jumps at three OBSs (RR07 and RR11 with skew; RR35 without skew, Fig. 8 ). If these jumps had been produced by actual jumps of the physical station clock, we would expect the clock error to return to zero upon re-synchronization with GPS after OBS recovery (GPS synchronization was successful for RR07 and RR11). The reason is that the timing of the last sample would have been corrected properly according to the skew, regardless of any clock jumps that happened earlier, as explained by Fig. 13(a) . However, such a return to zero drift is not indicated by the CCFs. Hence there must be another cause for the apparent clock jumps. We ruled out the possibility of artificially induced jumps due to an incorrect skew correction. Instead, we suspect that the apparent clock jumps are caused by missing samples, that is, that in each case the data logger failed to write a short chunk of about 50 samples to disk. If this failure Figure 13 . A jump in a clock error curve of an OBS can be due either to a true, physical jump of the data logger clock, or to a batch of missing samples on disk. Our method can distinguish between these two cases if a skew measurement is available (as for stations RR07 and RR11, cf. Fig. 8(a) . (a) Schematic visualization of the effect of an actual clock jump. Blue curve depicts a scenario where the recorder clock is affected by a constant drift rate, plus a clock jump 300 d into the deployment. Due to the jump, the measured skew value (star) underestimates the true clock drift rate (slopes of orange versus blue curves). Red curve shows the residual clock error after linear skew correction, which is the curve that our method would (approximately) estimate. The timing of the last sample is corrected properly, but clock drift is underestimated before and after the jump. (b) Clock error curves for the case of missing samples, where 300 d into the deployment, a batch of samples corresponding to 0.4 s recording duration was not written to disk. The physical clock is always correct, and so are the measured skew value (star) and hence the estimated drift rates before and after 300 d (dashed dark blue and light blue curves). However, a constant erroneous timing offset of −0.4 s is assigned to all samples after the data gap so that the linear skew correction (red curve) removes all clock drift, but the constant offset remains for all times after the data gap. The estimated clock drift curves of RR07 and RR11 in Fig. 8(a) resemble the red curve in case (b) rather than in case (a).
went unnoted by the logger, a wrong timing (too early) would have been assigned to all samples after the gap. Indeed, all apparent jumps have this sign towards early times (Table 1) . Although this problem was rare (three occurrences across the entire OBS network and deployment period), the fact that it occurred in the exact same manner at three different stations (once per station) also points to a technical weakness of the data logger model used in the German DEPAS OBSs.
If the jumps are caused by data gaps, we would expect no clock drift before and after the jump for OBSs subjected to a linear skew correction (RR07 and RR11), as visualized in Fig. 13(b) . Indeed we observe almost no clock drift after the jump in RR11. Clock drift in RR11 before the jump is rather high (see Table 1 ) but this can be explained by the short duration of this period (12 d), which allows no representative drift estimation. For RR07, the estimated clock drift rate before the jump tends to be slightly higher than the skew-derived rate, and after the jump it tends to be slightly lower (see Table 1 ), unlike the expectation for a physical clock jump (Fig. 13a) . The small positive drift before the jump yields a total clock error as high as that produced by the small negative drift after the jump, but of opposite sign. This indicates that the linear skew approximation was applied properly but can be refined with our method. One could argue that this refinement is just a matter of measuring clock drift rates in different windows (before and after the jump). This is true, but the measured drifts appear sufficiently evident to reflect a real refinement of the skew correction. Observational evidence for RR07 is therefore compatible with our suggested explanation of missing samples.
For RR35, the OBS lacking a skew value, we would expect identical clock drift rates before and after the jump, irrespective of its cause. This is not strictly the case in Fig. 8(b) , but again the different clock drift rates (see Table 1 ) may well be due to the short remaining recording duration (25 d) after the jump, which prevents a proper estimate of a long-term trend. A priori it is unlikely that the physical clock changed its drift rate in the presumed absence of sudden, significant seafloor temperature variations (only) around the time of the jump.
An undetected data gap manifests as an apparent clock jump and can only be distinguished from a true, physical clock jump when a measured skew value is available (Fig. 13a versus b) . This is the case for RR07 and RR11, and their drift curves in Fig. 8(a) clearly support a data gap. In absence of a skew measurement, we cannot totally reject the possibility that a true clock jump occurred at RR35 (red curve in Fig. 8b ) but the nearly identical jump magnitude of 1 s at all three OBSs reinforces our inference that the jump has the same technical cause in all three OBSs: a batch of 50 samples (probably corresponding to one data buffer worth of recordings) must not have been written to disk in each instance, given the sampling rate of 50 Hz.
The good news is that clock timing corrections using our CCF method succeed regardless of the nature and cause of these apparent clock jumps, whereas the problem would go undetected and uncorrected in the standard practice of simple, linear skew interpolation. Missing samples (and/or true clock jumps) may or may not be common across the wide variety of OBS recording systems that are in use. The method demonstrated here can shed light on this question both for past and future OBS systems.
Rapid clock drift immediately after deployment?
We have not considered the possibility of very rapid clock drift at the very beginning of the OBS recording period (amounting to a jump within our temporal resolution). Hypothetically, this could occur due to the very rapid temperature drop during sinking to the ocean bottom. Such a time offset can be detected by comparing the causal and the acausal parts of the CCFs because waves would arrive earlier in the causal part than in the acausal part, or vice versa (Gouédard et al. 2014 ). The time offset is then given by the half-shift between both parts. Applied to daily or 10 d stacked CCFs, this method would have been another possibility to estimate clock errors over time. A detailed method description is given by Gouédard et al. (2014) . A big disadvantage of this technique is its requirement of highly symmetric CCFs, while for our presented method the stability of (symmetric or asymmetric) CCFs over time is sufficient (Fig. 2) . To extract a potential shift that could have occurred at the beginning of the deployment, we correlate the causal and acausal parts of RCFs derived from time-corrected data for all component pairs and station pairs (see example in Fig. 14) . However, high variability in the results even between the different channel pairs of one station pair limits the significance of this test. We observe no large shifts (>0.5 s), while the method is not suited to reliably detect real tiny clock jumps, because highly symmetric CCFs of high SNR would be required.
The following considerations show that OBSs are unlikely to accumulate a practically significant clock drift during the first hours or days of (non-stationary) operation. Sinking from surface to ocean bottom occurred within roughly 4 hr, entailing a temperature change from ∼22
• C (at surface) to 4
• C (at ocean bottom). Presumably, this is accompanied by a proportional change in clock drift rate, since clock frequency is primarily controlled by temperature. In this short thermal equilibration span of hours or even a day, undetected clock drift that is significant (compared to total operation over 1 yr) could only be incurred if drift rates at ambient and transient conditions were one or more orders of magnitude larger than at the seafloor. Lab experiments under ambient conditions showed the opposite to be the case: clock drift were observed to be less severe under ambient conditions (see Appendix C and Table C1 ).
C O N C L U S I O N S
The cross-correlation of ambient noise is shown to be a routinely applicable method to detect and correct even small clock errors in seismograms and hydrograms of passive experiments with deployment times of several months or more. It allows for a timecontinuous monitoring, in contrast to the comparison of earthquake arrival times (Anchieta et al. 2011) or burst events of persistent localized microseismic sources (Xia et al. 2015; Xie et al. 2018) . Our estimates of clock drifts as a function of absolute time were successful and quantifiable for all stations in the RHUM-RUM array that had recorded usable data, that is, 4 broad-band island seismometers and 52 broad-band OBSs in deep water.
We show that all three seismometer components and any hydrophone channels can and should be used for the clock error measurements. Cross-correlating seismograms with hydrophones yield stable and fully usable CCFs despite their different physical nature. The same is true for correlations between land stations and OBSs, which sample vastly different crustal conditions.
For four land stations on La Réunion, interstation distances ranged between 10 and 43 km, for which CCF stacking over short 1 d windows was sufficient. The clocks were affected by complex clock drifts and jumps. During linear drift episodes, typical drift rates ranged between −2.1 and +2.9 ms d −1 . The uncertainties σ on these estimates were 11.9-22.9 ms and did not vary with time of year.
Near-shore OBSs were correlated with land stations, over distances of 99-174 km, requiring 10 d CCF stacks, with σ between 8.4 and 12.8 ms. OBS-to-OBS distances ranged between 16 km and 374 km, also requiring 10 d time averaging and yielding σ of 10.2-43.9 ms. For all OBSs, we confirm the a priori expectation of overwhelmingly linear clock drift, at absolute rates of 0.2-8.8 ms d −1 . For the 29 OBSs where a skew value had been obtained upon recovery, the implied linear drifts are consistent with our direct drift estimates.
Typical measurement uncertainties σ for the clock error at any time are thus 20 ms. This corresponds to 1-2 samples (at 50-100 Hz sampling rate); or to 0.3 per cent of the Rayleigh wave traveltime for station distances of typically 20 km on land; or to 0.03 per cent of Rayleigh wave traveltime for typical OBS-to-OBS distances of 200 km (assuming a velocity of 3 kms −1 ). Errors on clock drift estimates seem to be caused by imperfect convergence of the CCFs to a function that is perfectly stationary over the recording period. The method reaches its limits when interstation distances increase and/or CCF stacking time windows are shorter than desirable (due to a trade-off with the temporal resolution required to capture actual clock drifting pattern; Stehly et al. 2007; Sens-Schönfelder 2008) . Within these limiting systematics, the accuracy of clock error estimates can be improved several fold (typically 3-4 fold) by averaging estimates from all seismogram and hydrophone components and from multiple station pairs, where available.
This method is a powerful tool to estimate and correct clock drifts in OBSs and land stations that are beyond the reach of a GPS signal, and to verify the common linear skew correction applied to OBS data. The method can diagnose actual, physical clock drift (e.g. caused by changes in water temperature, which affect clock oscillator frequency), as well as apparent clock jumps, which seem to be due to a data logger's failure to write a batch of samples to disk.
Our method's robust and accurate performance on very heterogeneous seismogram and hydrophone data suggests additional new applications. The timing quality of existing temporary and permanent networks could be assessed and corrected, for ongoing and historical recordings. This would render many problematic data sets first usable, or better usable, for the purpose of structural imaging of mantle and crust, and is particularly pertinent to the expensive but challenging seismograms and hydrograms from OBS deployments. The (re)use of such data will provide valuable contributions to future imaging studies. A different and new imaging application will be the generation of long-range noise correlation functions for the structural imaging of crust and uppermost mantle, most importantly in ocean basins. The routine use of interstation distances exceeding 200 km could previously not be envisaged.
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For 12 ocean bottom stations, our analyses uncovered poor performance of hydrophones during their first few months of deployment, followed by settling into high-quality operation for the remainder of the experiment. The 12 affected stations are all German DEPAS instruments, specifically RR01, RR13, RR17, RR18, RR26, RR27, RR35, RR41, RR42, RR54, RR55 and RR57 (the French INSU stations used differential pressure gauges instead of hydrophones).
Investigation showed that the instrument response of these 12 hydrophones changed markedly over time, and in each case transitioning rapidly from an initial state to a final state, several weeks or months into the deployment. Changes in instrument response causes changes to the recorded waveforms and hence CCFs. The transition event would have caused an apparent time-shift in the CCFs, which is indistinguishable from a clock error in a single CCF involving a hydrophone, but is unmasked by comparison to CCFs that involve only seismometer channels. Fig. A1(a) shows an example for station pair RR03-RR26. The timing of both stations has already been corrected according to their measured skews, so that we do not expect large clock errors in either station. Nevertheless, clock errors of up to −0.3 s can be observed solely in component pairs including the H-component of RR26 (1H, 2H, HH and ZH), which indicates that the hydrophone channel is responsible for the clock deviations. Probabilistic power spectral densities (PPSD) calculated on the H-channel indeed reveal a marked spectral change around 2012 November 20 (Figs A1b and c), which coincides with the date around which the suspicious CCFs settled into concordant behaviour. More detailed investigation of the hydrophone PPSDs showed that the change in the instrument response (in the period range between ∼7 and ∼100 s) occurred gradually over a few days, starting on 2012 November 15 and reaching their final state on 2012 November 20. It is not surprising that the CCFs are sensitive to this noise level change, given that they are computed in the period sub-band of 2-20 s. For example, Zhan et al. (2013) showed that a sudden change in frequency content can cause a temporal dilation of CCFs.
We made similar findings for the other 11 OBSs, where the problematic operation interval ranged from 1 to 3 months after deployment. The cause for the initially different instrument responses remains unclear, as does the reason or occasion for their settling into normal operation. Seasonal variations of the noise intensity due to storms (Davy et al. 2015) seem to play no role because the issue is limited to 12 out of 52 stations, does not affect the seismometer components, and the dates of the noise transitions differ across affected stations. Moreover, seasonal variations would mainly affect secondary microseisms (∼7 s), whereas the hydrophone noise changes also occur at significantly longer periods. From the temporal evolution of the noise, we speculate that certain internal hydrophone components took excessively long to settle into normal working mode. The hydrophones consist of a piezo element that accumulates charge on a capacitor that might need a few hours or even a day to discharge completely, a requirement for proper functioning. Still this process should not take several months. Several hydrophones are of an older but otherwise identical model (HTI-01-PCA instead of HTI-04-PCA in RR03, RR04, RR06, RR11, RR13, RR18, RR20, RR23, RR24, RR35, RR41 and RR53). The older model is slightly over-represented among the faulty ones, but not by much. Hannemann et al. (2014) detected also hydrophone malfunctioning at three DEPAS OBSs in the beginning of their operation period, which could be associated with small waveform amplitudes that tend to recover over time. Similarly, we found in some of our erroneous stations that the hydrophone malfunctioning seems to coincide with an amplitude reduction. However, a general correlation with reduced amplitude and stepwise recovery as described by Hannemann et al. (2014) cannot be clearly confirmed. Hence further investigation would be needed to clarify the causes of these initially faulty instrument responses in a subset of the German hydrophones.
A P P E N D I X B : R E L AT I O N S H I P S B E T W E E N S N R , C C , D I S TA N C E A N D S TA N DA R D D E V I AT I O N σ
For OBS-to-OBS correlations, we are dealing with a large data set comprising 87 station pairs with interstation distances ranging from 16 to 374 km. For each station pair, we are able to use up to 16 component pairs, yielding a total of 1076 station and component pairs, an unprecedented large data set for a clock error study. Fig. B1 explores the relationships between the four most significant parameters characterizing each correlation pair: interstation distance, SNR, CC and standard deviation σ . SNR and CC values are determined as averages over the individual values of the 10 d stacks. The σ estimates, our measure of estimation accuracy, are calculated from the scatter of the residual clock errors around zero. 
The colouring indicates that high SNRs and high CCs tend to be achieved for small interstation distances. Fig. B1(b) shows CC values as a function of interstation distance. For each station pair, the CC values of up to 16 component pairs are plotted in a column-like way. Again, high CCs are seen to coincide with small interstation distances. The σ values are lower (and accuracy is higher) for shorter interstation distances. For a given distance, σ estimates tend to be lower for higher CC values. The relationship between σ and CC is presented in Fig. 12 . Fig. B1(c) gives the standard deviation σ as a function of distance with CC values represented by the colouring. This plot supports our findings from Fig. B1(b) . Both Figs B1(b) and (c) indicate a quasi-linear relationship between CC and interstation distance, as well as between standard deviation σ and interstation distance. 
A P P E N D I X C : C O M PA R I S O N W I T H L A B O R AT O RY E X P E R I M E N T S
For OBSs without skew measurements, Stähler et al. (2016) attempted to obtain clock drift estimates by re-running their data loggers in the laboratory. Short of specialized equipment, these tests were run under ambient pressure and temperature conditions. They ran two tests of 7 and 33 d duration, on the seven afflicted stations that had not already been re-deployed at the time (RR06, RR11, RR41, RR43, RR44, RR45 and RR55). The measured skew values were linearly extrapolated to derive a hypothetical skew value for a 365 d long experiment. For direct comparison, we also calculated hypothetical cumulative clock errors after 365 d of deployment from our estimated drift rates (Table 1) for these seven OBSs. The values are given in Table C1 , together with the results of the two lab runs.
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/gji/article-abstract/214/3/2014/5038378 by CNRS user on 11 July 2018 Table C1 . Comparison of our CCF-derived clock drift estimates of Table 1 with direct laboratory measurements of clock skews, as reported by Stähler et al. (2016) . Seven of the RHUM-RUM OBS data loggers were put through two test runs of 7 and 33 d duration, under ambient temperature and pressure conditions at the facilities of the DEPAS OBS instrument pool at Bremerhaven. For both methods, the estimated/measured clock drift rates are linearly extrapolated to a hypothetical deployment duration of 365 d. The direct skew measurements are inconsistent with our results, presumably because the test runs were not conducted at the low temperatures that define deep sea conditions.
OBS
This study Lab run (7 d Stähler et al. (2016) doubted that their laboratory results yielded reasonable approximations of clock drift during the actual ocean bottom deployment. First, their skew values for station RR44 differed by >1 s between the two runs. Second, the lab-predicted skew for RR11 differed by ∼0.8 s from the measured skew. RR11 was the only station among the seven for which a skew had been obtained upon recovery. Our own, noise-based drift estimate for RR11 is consistent with the skew measurement obtained aboard the ship. Third, the skews of both lab runs are generally small in magnitude, compared to skews measured on the ship (for stations other than the seven in question). Consistent with this, our noise-based drift estimates are larger in magnitude than those measured in the lab (except for RR44).
Hence we concur with Stähler et al. (2016) that reliable OBS clock drift estimates cannot be gained from laboratory experiments without simulating at least realistic temperature conditions on the ocean bottom, of relatively constant 4
• C. Our earlier findings of almost linear OBS clock drifts throughout the deployment indicate that temperature transients upon deployment (sudden decrease from ∼22 to 4
• C) and recovery (sudden increase to ∼22 • C) are too rapid to accumulate a notable clock error.
